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MoveMent & Music Description

This workshop uses music to inspire movement and dance, cognitive development, creative self-
expression, and imagination, as well as inspiring fun with fitness and physical activity. It also has an 
underlying theme of problem-solving competition – involving elimination activities and point-system 
based games in order to teach healthy behaviors, particularly resilience, while winning and/or losing. 
Such active and cognitive activities help children develop critical emotional intelligence and problem-
solving skills that will help them thrive now and in the future.

exaMples of activities:
iceberg
1) Pregame

a) Equipment – Drum, radio, tambourine, maraca, clapping or other method to keep tempo. Music 
promotes motivation and helps set the energy level for the game.

b) Define Your Space – Using a classroom, gym or outside area, create space with any available 
boundary markers (cones, basketball court lines, tape, etc.) The size of the space needed will 
depend on the number of participants.

c) Establish Rules – Instructor tells students the rules for the game: keep their hands and feet to 
themselves, no talking when “frozen,” etc.

d) Explain Commands – Instructor explains that students need to listen closely and follow the 
commands while also demonstrating the movement with each command. These commands 
include:
i) Freeze commands

(1)  Freeze – Stop moving and stay completely still, posing like a statue
(2)  Up – Stand up straight raising arms and hands high above head
(3)  Down – Crouch down in a catcher’s position touching the ground
(4)  Iceberg – Lay flat on the ground
(5)  Make up your own

ii) Movement commands
(1)  Walk
(2)  Walk backwards
(3)  Locomotor commands (skip, hop, gallop, etc.)
(4)  Animal movements (frog, penguin, cheetah, monkey, snake, etc.)
(5)  Silly dance (dance in a funny manner)
(6)  Act like a sports player (basketball, football, cheerleader, etc.)
(7)  Drive or pilot (car, train, plane, helicopter, etc.)
(8)  Walk like an old person
(9)  Dig a ditch
(10) Pull a wagon
(11)  Push a really heavy boulder
(12)  Make up your own or get help from your students
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2) Game
a) Ready Position – Instructor explains to students that when they hear “go,” they should quickly 

find a spot within the available boundaries and get into the “ready position.” Instructor will give 
clear and precise instructions and demonstrate how students should be standing or sitting in 
preparation for the start of the game. After instructor says “go,” they will count backward, so that 
all students know when to be in their “ready position.”

b) Movement Command – Instructor will call out a movement command and start music to keep 
tempo. Game will begin with easy movements like walking.

c) Freeze Command – Instructor pauses music, and calls out a freeze command. For fun, 
instructor may call out more than one freeze command in a row.

d) Continue Commands – Instructor alternates between various movement and freeze commands, 
while continually starting music during each movement and stopping before each freeze.

Variations:
1. Sometimes, in order to increase student engagement, it is fun to conclude Iceberg as an elimination 

game. The last student to complete the freeze command is “out” and sits to the side. If the class has 
a defined space, the children that are “out” can still participate as long they are in a separate space 
and/or they can give the instructor ideas for different movements “to command” to the remaining 
players. The last participant standing is the winner!!

2. Also, try the game…
 …with a ball
 …with a bean bag
 …with a hula hoop
 …with a Frisbee
 …with a jump rope
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ché ché Koolay
This sing-along elimination game is based on the principles of simple competition and musical 

diversity that allows children to learn a wide variety of instruments from around the world. While 
playing, students learn the shape, names, and sounds of instruments in a friendly non-talent oriented 
atmosphere, where the emphasis is on fun and culture awareness more than expert musicality.
1) Pregame

a) Equipment – A box of instruments (“Magic Box”), preferably a wide variety of instruments from 
different cultures around the world. Ex: maracas, castanets, claves, rhythm sticks, etc.
i) A baton or any object to be passed around the circle to determine the eliminated person
ii) Instructor instrument in order to facilitate the rhythm of the sing-along

b) Create a standing circle with all participants with the magic box in the middle of the circle
c) Present and demonstrate instruments showing how to properly play each instrument
d) Introduce the baton (or whatever you use to pass)
e) Establish Rules:

i) Baton passing rules
(1) The individual who starts the baton passing chooses the direction
(2) No skipping of individuals
(3) No reversing the direction
(4) No throwing
(5) No refusing of the baton
(6) All ties are decided by rock paper scissors

ii) All eliminated participants must pick one instrument from the magic box and sit cross-legged 
in the middle of the circle and play along with the instructor.

iii) No instrument playing in-between rounds
f) Teaching of the song “Che Che Koolay”: 

i) Instructor sings, students repeat to learn
Che Che koolay (echo)
Che ko fe sa (echo)
Ko Fey salanga (echo)
Gaga salanga (echo)
Kum…eh deh deh (echo)

i) Everyone must sing
ii) Dancing and clapping is encouraged

g) Practice with a demonstration round
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2) Game
a) Instructor starts the song and participants echo the song until the song’s conclusion when an 

individual is eliminated. He/she goes to the middle of the circle and chooses an instrument.
b) Tempo varies between rounds at instructor’s preference
c) Size of the circle remains intact, keeping the gaps that develop when players are eliminated
d) When the game gets to the point where there are big gaps between people standing, implement 

a new rule that only the person with the baton may move to pass the baton to the next person
e) Clap and/or make noise for the top five remaining players
f) Game ends when only one person is left in the circle and is crowned champion
g) Time permitting…after the game, play song a few more times so that the winners get a chance 

to play an instrument

Variations
1) In the instance of a large group or a time sensitive situation, one may institute an explosive 

alternative:
a) Bomb round – Whomever the baton ends on explodes and eliminates themselves as well as the 

person to the left and right
b) Dynamite Round – Same as above, except it eliminates two individuals to the right and left
c) Earthquake Round – Same as above, except it eliminated three individuals to the right and left

2) Any song could be used – If you let the students write their own song as a class, they take 
ownership of the game, which adds to the enjoyment of the game for all participants.

3) Anything can be used as instruments, e.g.:
a) Turn a bucket upside down
b) Use hands on a gym floor
c) Voices can be used as instruments and percussive sounds
d) Use your imagination!

extension learning activities

classrooM stretching anD clapping
Each Movement and Music class typically starts with stretching and clapping. This can easily be 

incorporated into the classroom to allow students to engage in controlled movement. To begin, each 
student should find a space that is arm’s length away from any classmates. Next, instructor introduces 
students to the Mountain Pose (http://www.yogabasics.com/asana/mountain/); all stretches will start 
from this pose. After each stretch is completed, the teacher will clap a rhythm that students will repeat. 
They can be as simple as “clap clap clap” or a more complicated rhythm. Then students perform two 
stretches and hold them for a 10 count. Everyone should count out loud together. The stretches include: 
right hand touching left foot, left hand touching right foot, and continue with two more stretches reaching 
up in the air on your tippy toes and bending down to do a toe touch. Students will again count to 10, but 
this time start a whisper and gradually get louder, ending on 10 at maximum volume. Finally, students 
will perform a series of arm circles. Start with little arm circles using little voices and whispering the 
entire 10-count. Large arm circles will follow using a large voice at maximum volume. Students will 
perform backwards small circles again counting at a whisper but this time counting down from 10. 
And last, students will finish the stretching with large backwards arm circles counting down from 10 at 
maximum volume.

http://www.yogabasics.com/asana/mountain/
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trashball 7’s
Trashball 7’s is a great way to get students to move in a classroom in a controlled manner and work 

on mental math. 
Pre-game: Students will each need a paper ball. Each group will need an empty trash can. The 

game works the best with groups of five to ten students. 
Set-up: Instructor chooses a spot from where the students will shoot their paper balls into the trash 

can, and has them line up behind the spot in single file. Students will take turns shooting, retrieving their 
paper ball, and then returning to the end of the line. 

Rules: The first rule of scoring is that you do not want points. When students makes a shot they put 
a point on the “mental board.” The following student will shoot and either make the shot, in which case 
another point is added to the “board,” or miss the shot and receive any points on the “board.” Once a 
shot has been missed the “board” goes back to zero. If there are no points on the “board,” then it is 
essentially a free shot. When a player accumulates seven points they are eliminated from the game. A 
winner is determined once all other players have been eliminated. 

Variation: To truly test your students mental math skills, play Trashball 700. Same rules as above 
except when a student misses a shot they multiply their score by the number of points on the “board.” 
Anytime one point is on the “board,” you simply add one point to a players score.

post-WorKshop Discussion & Writing proMpts

1) How can music affect movement and sports? Does up-tempo music help you get pumped up? 
Does slower music help you focus? Why?

2) How do you feel when you win?
3) How do you feel when you lose?
4) How do you want your opponent to treat you when you win?
5) How do you want your opponent to treat you when you lose?
6) What reasons can a player feel proud of themselves if they lose?
7) Why is it important to keep a positive attitude whether a player or team wins or loses?


